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Author Radana Kuny works as a behaviour therapist for dogs and an energy coach for humans. 

In her book „Die Shanti-Methode“ she gives practical advice for teaching, working and living with a 

human’s best friend on four paws: It’s all about the inner strength and understanding, that you face 

your dog with. The base for a harmonic human-dog-relationship lies in the human that interacts with 

their dog and the way they do. And understanding the behaviour and mannerisms of your dog is 

critical for the right interaction. That’s why this book is both a training book and a vocabulary for 

learning how to „speak Dog“ and understand what your best friend needs and communicates with 

you. 

„Die Shanti-Methode“ is one of our bestselling titles and is still ordered regularly even more than four 

years after it’s first publication. 
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If I walk a conscious path with the angels around the year, then it’s the Twelfthtide, the twelve nights 

between Christmas Eve and Epiphany, in which the influence of the Archangels reveals itself. It’s the 

time of year in wich the doors to the spiritual world are completely open and the destiny of the 

earth-human is woven. A time in which the Archangels and the elemental guardians of the worlds in 

between take us to school, a school of creation. 

Author Ines Siri Trost invites the reader to work with them, to use the Twelfthtide and embrace them 

as a time of spiritual healing and happiness. 
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Is your life determined? – Why do good people have bad luck so often? – Why do you always get into 

relationships full of pain? 

If those essential life questions are your daily companions without answers or if you always wanted to 

know what‘s the biggest power in our universe, that you can use for your happiness and success, then 

„The positive Power of Karma“ has been written for you. It’s an exciting book that answers the most 

important questions of your life. The discovery oft he principles of karma will be your personal 

awakening. 

Learn how to dissolve your unharmonic karma, how to find your personal happiness in life and what 

science found out about our charisma and how to use this. The combined knowledge of 2000 years of 

spirituality and modern science about the consciousness, compiled and explained in this easy to 

understand guide book for your daily life. 
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Psychologist Dr. Viktor Terpeluk determined that the personal process of maturing of every human is 

an unfolding of their internal, devine love. This maturing is not a process of enlightenment (though it 

can be) but rather of getting over problematic character traits that can be described by the term 

„selfishness“. Based on experiences from beyond the author explains ways to act upon this fact in 

psychotherapy, in daily life and in education. Not only does he present answers that are informed by 

theory to relevant questions of meaning in life. But also practical approaches to reach such 

experiences of devine love through the opening of the heart. 


